TUSOME USERMANUAL

How to Pay

Has your subscription expired? Don’t worry, please follow below steps

When you try to access content and you are directed to the page as shown below, it means your subscription has expired and needs to be renewed

Simply select the Package Amount and input the MPESA phone number that you want to pay with. By default it will put the phone number you registered with while creating TUSOME Account but this can be edited.

The phone number you want to pay with should be on SAFARICOM network and be inputted in the format 07XXXXXXXX e.g. 0723470907

We will integrate payments from other Network in due time

For instance, if you choose KES 10 Daily and then Click on PAY NOW
Kindly note the instructions on the next PAGE

Once you receive that instruction, kindly check the phone gadget that has the phone number you inputted for MPESA POPUP similar to the one below
Enter MPESA PIN and click OK.

You will receive payment confirmation from SAFARICOM MPESA.

Please go back to the portal and Click **COMPLETE** for the payment to be processed.

For those who are using mobile browsers or TUSOME Mobile App on available Google playstore (and paying with the same phone), In case after making
payment from MPESA STKPush popup (above); and the MPESA STK Menu doesn’t disappear, kindly use back arrows (as shown below) to exit MPESA STK and get back to the Portal.
NB: please click COMPLETE for the payment to be processed as illustrated below

It will take you straight to the content you want to access.

You can as well continue accessing any other content from TUSOME Portal